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Socure’s Digital Intelligence Suite 
Gain real-time insights into user devices, behavior, and historical  
entity profile observations
Socure’s Digital Intelligence Suite brings together cutting-edge solutions to protect your business from sophisticated fraud 
attacks by combining device intelligence, behavioral analytics, and an entity profiler that provides an online digital footprint 
of user activity across our network of over 160 deployments.

Get session insights
in under 200ms

Detect risky connections
Spot VPNs, Proxies, TOR exits

Identify risky devices
Detect emulators, virtual machines,  
and automated scripts

Get device insights
Understand device language, time 
zones, and other user settings

Understand user behavior
Get session level details on user 
interactions and timings

Compare digital footprint
See historical observations based on  
PII even when device IDs are missing

Easy integrations
Deploy to Web and Mobile apps with 
just a few lines of code

Device intelligence 
Gain real-time device intelligence 
data to understand the device, its 
connection and location before you 
approve transactions

Entity profiler 
A future forward approach to work 
alongside new privacy changes in web 
and mobile by using our inverse PII to 
Device graph

Powerful API 
Access online session data in real-time 
to get all or any of the data you need 
to make an informed decision

Web and mobile
Deploys to all of your online assets for 
full coverage of your digital channels

Behavioral analytics 
See how users behave as they go  
through the user journey and gain signals 
to help assess risk for each session  
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Use case agnostic data
Digital Intelligence data can be applied across a variety of use cases as a source of data enrichment. Use the features to gain 
insights and additional assurance at critical junctures in the user journey. 

For more information, contact us at salesinfo@socure.com
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